
PLC Java Tools Description 
 

Java version required is J2SE 5.0 (or at least J2RE 1.5). 
 

I. How to get PLCSoftware 

A. Operation 
 

 Download the installation script from: 
http://x5oracle.cern.ch:8080/JSPWiki/Wiki.jsp?page=PLCTools

 Execute this script (./plcToolsInstallation) and use 98passwd for anonymous 
connection to cvs. 

B. Result 
 

A new directory PLCSoftware is created. It contains: 
 ToolsLauncher: a directory with a launcher for each tool 
 lib: a directory for required libraries 
 ExcelConversion, ThermalScreen, PLCDatabase: 3 directories with 

corresponding sources of tools 
 PLCAccess: a directory for access to PLC package 
 PLCConfiguration: first steps for writing in a PLC 
 ArchivesCreationForWindows: a directory to create archive for windows 

use 
 plcTools.profile: file used to set environmental variable 

 

II. PLCAccess package 

A. Description 
 

This package is used for accessing a PLC. It has to be the layer between the 
Java API from SIEMENS and any tool using Java for accessing PLC. 

This is a short description of 3 classes existing in this package. Please read the 
javadoc documentation for more details. 

1. PLCKey Class 
Identify a PLC in a unique way: it contains PLC single parameters (IP 

address, rack and slot number). 

2. PLC Class 
Provide a direct access to the hardware using Java API from Siemens. It 

stores also variables monitored by the corresponding PLC. 

3. PLCStaticHolder Class 
Provide gateway between Java (or C++) application and PLC access: its 

static methods have to be called to create any access to PLC and variables. 

Any problem? Contact Frederic.Drouhin@cern.ch or Julien.moine@cern.ch 

http://x5oracle.cern.ch:8080/JSPWiki/Wiki.jsp?page=PLCTools


B. Use 
 

Note that quoted method are polymorphic ones, so see javadoc documentation 
for available parameters. 

1. Access to PLC 
Use method PLCStaticHolder.addPLC(…) which returns a key of the 

created PLC. Parameters of addPLC and getPLCKey have to be the same. 

2. Access to Variable 
Use method PLCStaticHolder.addPLCVariable(plcKey,…). 

3. Get a value 
Use method PLCStaticHolder.getPLCVariable(plcKey,…). 

III. Thermal Screen interface 
 
This interface has been created to monitor PLC relied to the thermal screen of the 
Tracker. 

 
 
 

 

Any problem? Contact Frederic.Drouhin@cern.ch or Julien.moine@cern.ch 



A. Structure 
 

The tool is composed of the following classes: 
 

 Configuration: give the ability to configure the GUI for the display (plots), for use 
of database or simulator, and default access and configuration of a PLC (static 
get/set methods available).  

 Variable: contain parameters and values of a PLC variable. 
 Plot: for graphical representation of a PLC variable. 
 Variables: store all existing variables and plots. 
 WarningThread: manage warning and alarm. 
 PLCAccess: for access to a PLC and its variable. This class use the package 

describe in the first part. 
 PLCAccessSimulator: simulate a PLCAccess for debugging purpose. 
 SupervisorFrame: main frame of the application. 
 GetValuesThread: cyclic read of PLC. It is based on thread in order to avoid 

blocking procedures in the readout. 
 ThermalScreen: launch all threads as soon as initialisation is done. 

 
The time between two read of PLC is set in the file “config.txt”. So just edit 
this file to modify it. 

B. To modify the application 
 
To display other values or in a different way, mainly 

SupervisorFrame.initComponents() method has to be modified.  
Configuration, Variable, Plot, Variables, PLCAccess and GetValuesThread 

should not change a lot even if functionalities are added. So there are only 3 classes to 
modify for important changes on the application. 

For equation applied on sensors values, each sensor type has a related equation. 
If you had a sensor type, add also a new equation (create them with the PLCDatabase 
tool). 

 

C. Simulation 
 

To simulate access to PLC (and its variable), use –simulator true instead of      
–simulator false (default one) as parameter of the application.  

 

Any problem? Contact Frederic.Drouhin@cern.ch or Julien.moine@cern.ch 



IV. PLCDatabase 
 
Its aim is to add or modify PLC, variables and their configuration in the database. It 
uses OJB for the mapping between Java objects and database tables. 

 

 
 

A. Structure 
 

3 packages compose this tool. 

1. expertInterface 
Contain class for the display. 

2. plc 
Contain class representing database tables (1 for each table: Plc, 

Variable, Sensor, Equation, PlcSensorConfiguration, ReadOut). 

3. requestProcessing 
Contain class for request on database. 

 

Any problem? Contact Frederic.Drouhin@cern.ch or Julien.moine@cern.ch 



B. SQL Script 
 

Following SQL scripts are available: 
 

 1 script for each table creating an empty table (ex: creationPlcEmpty) 
 1 script for each table creating a table an inserting data in it (ex: creationPlcFull) 

except for readout 
 1 script creating all empty tables 
 1 script creating all tables with data in them 
 1 script deleting all tables 

 

C. Database model modification 
 

As the application uses OJB (http://db.apache.org/ojb/), modifications have 
mainly to be done on plc package (adaptation of the other package has of course to be 
done). 

 

V. ExcelConversion 
 

The aim of this tool is to create excel files with values read on PLC from the database. 
It uses the java API “jexcelapi”. A complete documentation can be found easily on web. 

A. Structure 
 

A unique class (Convert) do the following tasks: 
1) Get all readout from database 
2) Identify all existing variables and their own values from each readout 
3) Create an excel format file for each group of variables (humidity, inner, outer and 

power supplies) 
 

VI. PLCConfiguration 
 
This directory contains the first steps done for writing different values used for configuration 
(thresholds for example) in a PLC. No tools exists, but source files can be used to develop a 
new tool, or to improve ThermalScreen one. 
 

VII. Archives for Windows use 
 
Scripts have been created to generate archive containing libraries and executable Jar files 
required to run each tool on Windows PC.  
These scripts simply create an executable Jar file from compiled classes, add a launcher for 
Windows and required libraries to create a “.tgz” archive for the concerned tool. 
 

Any problem? Contact Frederic.Drouhin@cern.ch or Julien.moine@cern.ch 

http://db.apache.org/ojb/


VIII. What is provided 

A. For users 
 
This presentation note and another one explaining how to install ad use these 
tools have been are available on 
http://x5oracle.cern.ch:8080/JSPWiki/Wiki.jsp?page=PLCTools. 
 

B. For developers 
 
Sources of each tool have been commented to create javadoc documentation 
and scripts have been created to generate it automatically. 
This note and javadoc documentation is the base for any developer to 
understand what have already been done. Nevertheless, if any help is required, 
contact Frederic Drouhin or Julien Moine. 

Any problem? Contact Frederic.Drouhin@cern.ch or Julien.moine@cern.ch 

http://x5oracle.cern.ch:8080/JSPWiki/Wiki.jsp?page=PLCTools
mailto:frederic.drouhin@cern.ch
mailto:julien.moine@cern.ch
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